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The subject is Technocracy, and how that concept relates to the concept of Democracy 
(special interest control) Technocracy and Price System Politics.

Democracy, so called, is not an element of Technocracy. It was never an element of 
Technocracy, and is falsely presented as such in a pseudo Technocracy site from 
Canada run by a certain Bill DesJardines/Kolzene. 

This is an exchange between Dennis C. of Glory Of Technocracy
and the site editor of Technocracy - The Design of the North American Technate.
 
----------------
 "I know you mentioned about what TechCa. has as Technocracy, and that is, it has two 
administrations, thus that is Democratic and Technical. This is another false info. on Technocracy, as 
you said."  http://www.technocracy.ca/simp/start.htm 
  
"I am wondering about Police or CSI agents under Technocracy, because as you know, crimes can still 
be committed under Technocracy, and not as much for the reasons under the Price System, but it can 
still happen in Technocracy for whatever reasons." Regards, Dennis C.
Very astute,  Dennis to notice this on their site. It is pure nonsense.
Not Technocracy.
Democratic concepts of TechCa. Not Technocracy 

Quote from the above link -
"Technocracy's Democratic aspect does not, as with most modern democracies, handle most or all of 
the decision making in the Technate. Instead, it handles all problems and decisions dealing with non-
technical or subjective topics.
These may include ethics, philosophy, or aesthetics.
These decisions could be handled by instant electronic polling from peoples own homes, ensuring more 
people participate." - end quote from TechCa.

That information is absolutely WRONG.
Totally wrong, and is not part of Technocracy design.
 
``Democracy ''  is another word for special interest control, and that is not part of the design of the 
Technate of and for North America.
How would morality be enforced in a Technate ?
What is this really saying  ?  Ethics, ?  Morality ?  Pure price system fantasy, is what this is.
How would they punish people for moral choices ? Send them to prison ?  Over opinion ?

This is Not part of the design, and never was. This is people control stuff, and purely a made up 
approach by TechCa.
There is no parallel in Technocracy literature, anywhere. 

With TechCa`s 'intellectual' background in Neuro Linguistic Programming, neuro-linguistic programming 
(NLP)  it is no wonder that they ensnare the gullible with these made up ideas, that may sound a little 
good, on the surface.
Some of it sounds interesting, to those who know nothing, or are already enamored with certain Price 
System values. People at TechCa. may well believe these things themselves, or rather be brainwashed, 
that these ideas are to be desired somehow.
Who is Bill DesJardin/Kolzene, as it relates to Technocracy.

What would it hurt ?
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It enforces fake values if one is in opposition to another`s opinion, it controls others with nonsense, it 
makes a case for 'opinion' concerning things that are nonsense based, belief ideas.
In essence it is enforcing a contract of behavior on others, using the concept of Democracy. 
That makes for a 'bad' society, and that is not Technocracy. Technocracy is freedom of belief or opinion, 
not being subjugated by opinions from others, and then having that termed Democracy.
That's special interest control. Special interest Opinion Control.
Technocracy. Some basic facts.

Ethics, Philosophy, and Aesthetics, are all a part of opinion, or belief system conception, and play NO 
part in Technocracy except for fiction writing, or role playing in society,  like for instance theatre, or 
entertainment,  or every day conversation and living with others.
 
There is no division between areas into Democratic and Technical in Technocracy. 
There are No Democratic controls at all,  only Technical. The only divisions are in the different 
Sequences, and they are for functional governance ONLY.

It is NOT a dual control system as presented by TechCa.

It is NOT divided into a Technical and a Democratic division.

It is One system of functional governance.
Carefully thought out to a purpose, by some extraordinary people, that were wise enough to design it 
so that special interest groups could not capture it. Technocracy & M. King Hubbert.

Technocracy does not legislate morality, ethics is morality. 

There is NO Democratic branch to enforce opinions or legislate morality.
There is NO Democratic branch except for energy accounting, and people vote with their desire of what 
they care to get, that's it as far as democracy, if you want to call it that.

Technocracy archive material. Essay information.
There is no morality or ethics by a Technate period, only choices made scientifically where it relates to 
resource use.
People can think for themselves about issues of belief.

Violence committed against another citizen,  or things of that nature are settled by experts trained to 
deal with those issues. 
There is NO Judicial system as we know it, in the current Price System, connected to Technocracy 
design.
Only experts decide on issues of what to do with offenders.
The Technate outline, is explained thoroughly in the last two chapters of the Technocracy Study Course. 
Technocracy Study Course. 

Democracy of special interest control of morality issues does not exist in functional governance. Those 
are purely Price System concepts, not Technocracy. Technocracy and History. Propaganda/Public 
Relations/Marketing.

The NET group,  received their education from false material, and projects the same concepts for NET, a 
site with several active bloggers that think they are doing something creative, which they are not.
Not by a long shot.
They also endorse the TTCD Q&A Faq`s material, which is not a Technocracy document, but a  
discredited embarrassment to Technocrats,  Q&A.Ttcd.Faq`s material. Discredited information. 
Technocracy Inc.

The desire to whip people with belief issues is not related to the Technocracy program of 
science applied to social design. 

These are  classic sociological issues,  and the Technocracy Study Course warned of those kind of 
controls, and this relates directly to the time we are living in.
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Technocracy is functional governance. 

" So today the operation of our control mechanism, the control measures that must and will be adopted 
are those that most nearly conform to the technological operating requirements of that mechanism.
These requirements can only be known by those who are intimately familiar with the technical details of 
that mechanism, our technically trained personnel ;
- though prior to there being a general recognition of this fact we expect to witness performances on 
the part of our educators, economists, and sociologists,
lawyers, politicians, and businessmen that will parallel the performances of all the witch doctors of 
preceding ages." end quote. Technocracy Study Course. 

The ONLY democratic aspect connected with Technocracy is that it was suggested, that Technocrats 
would welcome a referendum vote,  if that were possible, in a Price System, if that were possible, to 
bring about a Technate.

That would be the very last 'democratic' vote. Technocracy, Humanism, & the Cultural Arts.

It is noted that Technocracy very likely will never be presented as an option by our current 
Political/Belief System controllers, but if that opportunity arose, we would take it.
It is also noted that a group of Canadian Technocrats are misrepresenting Technocracy and its design 
for the North American continent to the press
The Beaver: The Last Utopians [Technocracy]
It is being falsely portrayed as a so called 'democratic' group.

Democracy is slavery to special interest groups and is a feature of the Price System.
50 people can decide what 49 people must do. That is slavery to opinion. Opinion is never fact. Opinion 
is supported by nothing except the desire of people to believe in something, or control the actions of 
others, because they feel their opinion is correct. 

Technocracy is not separated into two structures.
How that line of misinformation started is not known, but TechCa publishes it. Democratic concepts of 
TechCa. Not Technocracy

It is not in the design idea, for a reason... to protect people from other peoples delusional ideas of 
religion, and morality etc.
Ideas like church, or so called 'holey buildings', being constructed in a Technate, by a Technate, 
constructed by special interest morality opinion groups.  Church`s in a Technate ? Technocracy 
information.

When Isenhand (Andrew Wallace), a director of NET,  endorsed seriously, that NET,  would separate 
morality issues,  for referendum 'democracy' voting, he displays, that he is an advocate of these false 
views of Technocracy. Network of European Technocrats - News

Mr. Wallace is misinformed with dumbed down material from Technocracy.ca ::      as is the core of NET a 
Swedish blogging site.
There is NO connection between Technocracy and that European group, which has hijacked a number of 
terms from Technocracy, and tried to redefine them.
They form their own odd cabal with other disinformation advocates. 

Here is another example of the lack of understanding of the basic Technocracy design and concept by 
another poster there, Enrique Lescure their Finance Minister, quote,
 
"What technocracy aims for is not the assimilation of the liberal democratic institutions, but the total 
transformation of constitutionalism, re-introducing direct and participatory democracy on social issues, 
protecting minorities, replacing private ownership with public usership and integrating the infrastructure 
in a meritocratically administrated technate. 

Nothing in that predestines some sort of antagonism against democracy in itself. " end quote.
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``Democracy'' is the very essence of special interest control, using belief systems to manipulate 
opinion, and control the actions of others, and very much a Price System civil society construct of 
control, in effect a contract of opinion, to be enforced on others (democracy) which Technocracy 
precludes from its design.  

Obviously also, the idea of minorities is not real in a Technate.

Every one is equal in consuming power. Protecting illusory minorities would involve special interest 
legislation also. 

That is poorly written and thought out, and that is NET in a nutshell. In no way does it reflect 
Technocracy, except for stolen terminology, used to a changed and misleading purpose.

The very interesting and clever construct/design of Technocracy, understood,  and forbids this 
approach. TechCa. does not understand this, and apparently TechInc Washington has lost their ability 
to understand what the Technate was designed for also. Both of those groups are now non entities, in 
regard to Technocracy issues. Actually all three, TechCa. TechInc.Wa. and NET. They do not understand 
the basics and why the basics where used in the way they were. That information, gleaned and 
formatted by the Technical Alliance into Technocracy. Technocracy - The Design of the North American 
Technate.
technocracy-incorporated » home
------------------------------ 
---------------------------------------
Dennis, there will always be crime. Crimes of passion. Crime against people. That is pathological crime. 
Technocracy will minimize so called 'crime', to the point that it will not be a big issue.
Most people in prison now, would be let free.
Most crimes currently are economic/money related.
The reason to commit many of those 'crimes' would no longer exist in the scientific social design of 
Technocracy.
Most 'criminals' are victims of the Price System.
Those people would be given the same rights and responsibilities as/of all citizens. Pathological 
offenders would be dealt with, and removed from society if necessary.
History and Purpose of Technocracy.Howard Scott.

This material is open source and presented originally here Technocracy and Democracy ? Technocracy 
Information. 
and here Internet Archive Search: reviewer: Technocracy. 
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	Technocracy is functional governance. 

